
TRAIL OF NUMBERS

Joseph Smith received the First Vision when he was 14 
years old. He later helped restore Jesus Christ’s gospel 
and Church. Sadly, he was later killed by an angry 
mob. How old was he when he was martyred? To find 
out, do the math below.

A. Take the year Joseph Smith was 
born (see Joseph Smith—History 
1:3) and divide it by the number 
of the article of faith that says, 
“We believe that a man must 
be called of God, by prophecy, 
and by the laying on of hands 
by those who are in authority, to 
preach the Gospel and administer 
in the ordinances thereof.”

B. Take the result of A and sub-
tract the maximum number 
of people on the earth at any 
given time who hold the keys 
of sealing (see Doctrine and 
Covenants 132:7).

C. Take the result of B 
and divide it by the 
number of years after 
Moroni’s first visit Jo-
seph Smith had to wait 
to obtain the golden 
plates (see Joseph 
Smith—History 1:53).

D. Take the result of C 
and divide it by the 
number of sisters 
Joseph Smith had 
(see Joseph Smith—
History 1:4).

E. Take the result of D 
and add the youngest 
age at which a person 
can be baptized (see 
Doctrine and Cov-
enants 68:25, 27).
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Answers on page 31.
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TEMPLE TRIVIA SPOT THE DIFFERENCES

Can you find 12 things that are different between these two photos?
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So far, the yellow ties are winning.
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Can you match these five Asian 
temple names with their photos?  
Trivia: do you know which of these  
five was the first temple in Asia?

A. Tokyo Japan Temple

B. Bangkok Thailand Temple

C. Hong Kong China Temple

D. Manila Philippines Temple

E. Seoul Korea Temple




